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Gender (52 respondents)
Sex [Male]

Sex [Female]

Age (53 respondents)
18-24

25-34

35-44

45-54

55-64

65+

4% 0%

0%

6%
40%
60%

How are you connected to the
military? (53 respondents)

43%

47%

Where are you at in your
posting? (53 respondents)

Military member

Arrived within the last year

Spouse/partner of a military member

Leaving in the next year

Son or daughter of a military member

Mid posting

Sponsored Civilian Employee
Other

0%

0%

25%

40%
32%

60%

What is your first official
language? (53 respondents)
English

French
0%

17%

83%

Other

43%
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Do you feel your European Funds are being well spent?
Yes

No

Don't Know

32

30

28

23

22
12

11

4

3

Chalet Program

European Fund
Grant

7

11

8

Spousal Deployment Academic Program
Support

Chalet Program
-did not get any alocation
-Got to enjoy Tuscany and look forward to the winter chalet in February
-Poor uptake ability for many and they are all too big
-The chalet program is not sufficiently flexible to offer an affordable vacation. It does not encourage
cohesion.
-LOVE THIS have won three chalets, great use
-Never fitted with my fixed schedule
-none
-Why is travel from UK to chalets no longer funded?
-we've been to 2
-Whatever happens, this program needs to continue. It is a great opportunity for families in Europe.
European Fund Grant
-Because UK was differently funded (very much less than Europe)
-none
-Difficult to pull everybody together for an event.
Spousal Deployment Support
-Should be more
-I'm not familiar with this
-What support is avail?
-Didn't realize it existed.
-be better to increase an extra per cent or two to support spouses.
Academic Program
-Seems to serve a small portion of the community, but I'm not exactly aware of the program
-Should be more
-I'm not familiar with this
-Irrelevant gift. Having said that, given it exists, why not my son who did 3 years at boarding school
alone?
-What support is avail?
-Didn't realize it existed.
-I don't know about this program
-Could this be used to grant kids access to good schools (private in UK terms)? or pre-arranged access
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to french tutoring.
Can you suggest any other PSP morale and welfare program(s) that could be funded through the
European Fund? Keep in mind it must be open to all European Fund members.
-The UK has no great events. we used to have the Christmas market tour but now only the WWI tour
which is basically for the CF person. What about the spouses?? The MFS puts on great lunches but
the PSP events are the fun ones.
-have more chalet available or weekend packages available
-Local language tutors or courses for spouses
-Subsidized access to swimming pools for members and families.
-No comment
-Funding of unit funds best way to support dispersed population
-More funding to offset travel costs to PSP chalets. More funding for personal activities (i.e. sports
club registrations, scouting, etc)
-Can't think of anything at present
-have not been here long enough to know
-Fund to transport canadian pers to various locations of international sporting events which Canada is
in like world jr, rugby World Cup, etc.
-Driving lessons in the UK
-A list of planned trips to Historic sites (Canadian war)
-Access to Canadian Goods subsidized by the European Fund?
-If you organize a 2 day session for people just posted in or being posted out shortly, make it easier
for families to attend. It is very difficult (we risk a fine) to take our children out of school for two days.
Also, if you invite the family and the spouse is very intersted in the posting out briefing, why is our
hotel not covered in the funds provided?

Do you feel you have the
opportunity to provide input into
Personnel Support Programs?
(48 respondents)

How important is this to you?
(44 respondents)
Very Important

Somewhat

Not Important
Yes

No

5%

Somewhat

25%
31%

31%
70%
38%

-We have a local rep who has asked us if we have any concerns that he can bring forward
-I don't remember any specific request for my input or feedback.
-I have inquired about another Christmas market tour but told there was not enough interest
-no
-Je ne connais pas ce programme
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Do you and your family participate
in UF activities? (34 respondents)
Yes

No

32%

68%

What types of activities would you like to see offered at your
location? (32 respondents)
25
20
15
10
5
0
Cultural / Outdoor / Social /
Arts
Adventure Wellness

Sports

Special
Events

Group
Travel

Other

-None. While the UK fund may serve the London members well, it seems misplaced to assume that
remote members will have any want or need to join in. All members outside of tube service should be
remote and separate from the UK fund.
-For a group of 8 members only this is accepted as impossible to arrange in location.
-Christmas pantomime, skating at somerset house,
-London is different, I don't think much is needed here
-more virtual networking
-Some that are easy for us to get to.
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What motivates you to participate
in UF activities?
Cost

Convenience

Community Spirit

Other

6%

29%
38%
27%

-Activity or site of event
-Something different to do and meet with Canadians
-personal interest in the event itself

Why don't you participate in UF
activities? (10 respondents)
Cost

Timing

Not Interested

Other

12%
38%

44%
6%

-Dates and locations often more convenient for CFSU Det UK personnel than dispersed personnel.
-Planned during times I am deployed
-locations are not necessarily convenient and i have a toddler that makes travel difficult -- living
downtown london without a car.
-working
-I am located in the UK where other families are but the activities are generally organized around the
center (London/Ruislip) which involves long travel for us.
-Too far
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Are you aware of the PSP morale
and welfare benefits, rebates
and/or programs available to you
and your family in your area?
(48 respondents)
Yes

Are you satisfied with the PSP
services you receive?
(47 respondents)
Yes

Somewhat

No

No
11%
49%

27%
40%
73%

-This year was not great. Only the WWI tour? There is confusion about the PSP rebate now as no PSP
coordinator for so long.
-If you mean the rebate-no, based upon disparity with Europe.
-I don't understand what they are
-i don't know what they are
-As mentioned earlier - more funding to offset travel costs to chalets and more funds for individual
activities

Is there something PSP offers in
your area that you feel is NOT
necessary? (48 respondents)
No

Yes

Don't know

44%
50%

6%

-WWI tour every single year not necessary as leaves out too many people
-e-mail on things you can visit in Europe but Germany focussed
-Unsure about Area? UK or local?
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How did you hear about PSP
services in Europe?
Community Member

Email from PSP

Welcome Briefing

On-line

Other
1% 6%

17%
27%

49%

-Husband
-spouse and friends
-printed package given at arrival of posting
-From our previous Germany posting
How would you like to receive PSP
information in the future?
Website

Newsletter

FaceBook

Other

Email

1%
9%

19%
17%

54%

-Any of these media works. Thank you for your efforts!

